Choose the best answer for the gaps numbered 1-15.

A few days after he had _____1_____ the antelope, the lion _____2_____ sick again. "I am very sick this time". The lion _____3_____ the hare. I _____4_____ think I'll get _____5_____. I want you to call a meeting _____6_____ all the animals so that they choose _____7_____ leader. The following morning all the animals gathered _____8_____ the cave. The hare climbed _____9_____ a big stone and _____10_____ the meeting.

1. A. eat B. eating C. eaten D. eats
2. A. fell B. falls C. fallen D. felled
3. A. tell B. told C. telling D. tells
4. A. did B. doesn't C. didn't D. don't
5. A. better B. good C. bad D. best
6. A. on B. at C. of D. for
7. A. they B. their C. under D. those
8. A. onto B. near C. off D. onto
9. A. at B. in C. opening D. opens
10. A. opened B. open

Change the following into plural

11. The child is playing.
   A. The children are playing.
   B. The childs are playing.
   C. The children is playing.
   D. The childrens are playing.

12. I am going to school.
   A. I are going to school.
   B. We are going to school.
   C. I am going to school.
   D. We are going to schools.

   A. My books is lost.
   B. My books are losts
   C. Our books are lost
   D. Our book are lost

14. That is a nice girl.
   A. Those are nice girls.
   B. This is a nice girl
   C. These are nice girls
   D. This is a nice girls

Choose the correct verbs

15. We _____ them.
    A. see B. saw C. seen D. seeing
16. This _____ my ball.
    A. is B. are C. has D. be
17. The girls _____ letters.
    A. writing B. written C. write D. writes
18. Those books _____ mine.
    A. was B. be C. are D. is

Complete the sentence with the correct word

19. A person who teaches is called _____
    A. farmer B. teacher C. cook D. nurse
20. A person who drives a bus or a lorry is called _____
    A. an engine B. pilot C. mechanic D. driver
21. A person who design roads, machines is called _____
    A. engineer B. designer C. contractor D. plumber

Select the nouns in the sentences

22. Kamau is a shopkeeper.
    A. Kamau, is B. is, shopkeeper C. Kamau, shopkeeper D. shopkeeper, a
23. She is a good girl.
    A. she, is B. she, good C. is, girl D. she, girl

Choose the correct word to fill the blank spaces

24. North is to South as _____ is to West.
    A. North B. West C. East D. South
25. Lion is to den as bee is to _____
    A. sy B. kennel C. nest D. hive
26. Teacher is to pupil as doctor is to _____
    A. nurse B. patient C. medicine D. hospital
27. Mother is to daughter as _______ is to son.
   A. father  B. sister  C. brother  D. uncle

Fill in gaps in the sentences
28. My mother is travelling _______ bus.
   A. by  B. with  C. on  D. in

29. I went to school _______ foot.
   A. by  B. with  C. on  D. of

30. Cherono has a _______ of cattle.
    A. flock  B. pride  C. herd  D. crowd

Read the passage and answer questions 31-40
At last the poor bird came to a place where there was a clay pot. The weather was very hot. There was very little water in the pot and the crow could not reach the level of the water as the neck of the pot was very narrow.

It collected small stones and pebbles, put them in the pot. The level of the water started rising gradually and finally was able to reach the water.

31. Once upon a time there lived a ________
    A. hen  B. goat  C. crow  D. animal

32. How was the weather like?
    A. quite hot  B. gradually hot  C. very hot  D. hot

33. The bird was ________
    A. hungry  B. thirsty  C. crying  D. singing

34. The bird moved from place to place looking for ________
    A. water  B. food  C. stones  D. soup

35. The bird came to a place where there was a ________
    A. sandy pot  B. plastic pot  C. clay pot  D. river

36. Why was it hard for the bird to reach the water?
    A. it was very little  B. it was far  C. the pot was big  D. there was no water

37. The neck of the bottle was ________
    A. narrow  B. wide  C. broad  D. this

38. The bird collected ________ and put in the pot.
    A. sand  B. soil  C. big stones and pebbles  D. small stones and pebbles

39. What happened when small stones and pebbles were put in the pot?
    A. The water disappeared  B. The water started rising gradually  C. The water got dirty  D. The bird disappeared

40. Which is the best title?
    A. The greedy bird  B. The hot weather  C. The thirsty bird  D. Looking for water

Read the passage and answer questions 41-50
Long ago, there lived a hyena and a dog. They were good friends. One day they killed a very fat antelope. They agreed that they would look at it the next day. They decided on where they would meet. They were to take firewood and cooking pots.

The next morning they both arrived very early as they had not eaten for long. The hyena told the dog to go and fetch water as it made fire. By the time the dog came back, the hyena had already feasted on the antelope and ran away. This brought their friendship to an end.

41. Who were friends?
   A. Hyena and dog  B. Hyena and antelope  C. Antelope and dog  D. Hyena and man

42. The two friends killed a ________
    A. hyena  B. an antelope  C. rabbit  D. dog

43. They were to eat the antelope ________
    A. the same day  B. the next hour  C. the next day  D. the previous day

44. The two friends were to carry ________
    A. a knife and firewood  B. cooking pots and water  C. firewood and water  D. firewood and cooking pots

45. It is not true to say that:
    A. Hyena and dog were friends  B. The dog went to fetch water  C. The hyena tricked the dog  D. The dog ate the antelope alone

46. The best word to replace feasted on is ________
    A. Eat  B. Throw  C. Hide  D. Cook

47. The word friend is underlined. It is the opposite of ________
    A. pal  B. enemy  C. neighbour  D. ally

48. The two animals arrived early because ________
    A. They had not eaten for long  B. They had agreed to do so  C. They were to go somewhere else later  D. They had to go and fetch water

49. How many animals have been mentioned in the story?
    A. Two  B. Four  C. Three  D. Only one

50. The best title for the passage is ________
    A. A great feast  B. Hyena and the dog  C. A fat antelope  D. Two good friends